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ABSTRACT
Personal and contextual information are increasingly shared via mobile social networks. Users’ locations, activities and their co-presence can be shared easily with online “friends”, as their smartphones already access such information from embedded sensors and storage. Yet, people usually exhibit selective sharing behavior depending on contextual attributes, thus showing that privacy, utility, and usability are paramount to the success of such online services. In this paper, we present SPISM, a novel information-sharing system that decides (semi-)automatically whether to share information with others, whenever they request it, and at what granularity. Based on active machine learning and context, SPISM adapts to each user’s behavior and it predicts the level of detail for each sharing decision, without revealing any personal information to a third-party. Based on a personalized survey about information sharing involving 70 participants, our results provide insight into the most influential features behind a sharing decision. Moreover, we investigate the reasons for the users’ decisions and their confidence in them. We show that SPISM outperforms other kinds of global and individual policies, by achieving up to 90% of correct decisions.
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INTRODUCTION
Mobile social networks are becoming extremely popular. As for 2013, more than 250 million people use their smartphones in order to get the latest updates from their favorite social networks¹. Having access to users’ personal data and physical context (through an increasing number of embedded sensors), mobile devices represent a simple means to quickly share information with others; location and photos are just two examples of data that can be easily shared. In addition to the user-triggered sharing decisions, applications such as FourSquare and the now-closed Gowalla enable users to configure their smartphones to share their location and co-presence automatically. With a small set of default information-sharing policies, users have the possibility to adjust the settings in order to match their sharing behaviors with their privacy concerns.

Prior studies on sharing behavior in mobile social networks have investigated the issues related to contextual information-sharing [4, 18, 19, 23]. By analyzing people’s sharing behaviors in different contexts, they show that it is possible to determine the features that most influence users’ sharing decisions, such as the identity of the person that is requesting the information and the current location [23]. For instance, tools such as the location-sharing systems Locaccino [24] and PeopleFinder [18] have been used to gain significant insight into the benefits of providing users with the ability to set personal sharing policies. Two recurrent findings in UbiComp studies are that (i) users are not particularly good at effectively articulating their information-sharing policies (compared to their actual behavior) [18] and (ii) that sharing policies evolve over time [18, 24].

In order to overcome these two issues, machine learning techniques have been applied to improve to some extent the decision-making process [8, 9, 18]. The advantage of such systems is that they can decide in a (semi-)automatic fashion whether or not to share information. Most existing schemes, however, enable users to share only a specific kind of information (e.g., location). Moreover, they only make binary decisions on whether to share the requested information. In particular, this last issue is often mentioned as a crucial catalyst for overcoming concerns related to privacy [21] and to a more open, sharing behavior.

In our work, we perform a comprehensive study of

information-sharing in mobile social networks, by tackling, all at once, the issues related to context, user-burden trade-offs and privacy. We introduce SPISM, a novel information-sharing system (implemented on Android) that decides, in a (semi-)automatic fashion, whether or not to share information (and the level of detail of the information to be shared) with other users or services, based on contextual features and past behavior. The decision-making core is supported by an active learning method that enables SPISM to either decide automatically – whenever the confidence in the decision is high enough – or to rely on the user’s input otherwise. SPISM works with any existing (mobile) social network and can be used transparently by users, as it can operate at the operating system level, filtering all requests for personal information and replying according to the user’s behavior.

The contribution of this work is three-fold. First, we develop a novel information-sharing system (SPISM) for (semi-)automatic decision-making in mobile social networks: It enables users to share different types of information (location, activity and co-presence of other people) with other users or services in a privacy-aware fashion. Second, we conduct a personalized online study involving 70 participants where, in addition to collecting data about their sharing behaviors, we provide insight into two other crucial factors in UbiComp studies [3]: The reason behind a decision to share and the confidence that the user has in her decision. Third, we evaluate SPIISM with respect to the amount of training data (provided by the user) and its performance, and compare it against two policy-based mechanisms. Our results show that SPIISM significantly outperforms both the individual user-privacy policies and several consolidated ones that are based on statistical analysis [2, 23], and it achieves up to 90% of correct sharing decisions. We also demonstrate the advantages of active learning techniques in our setting.

RELATED WORK
A substantial research effort has been made on the topic of privacy and information sharing in mobile social networks, notably with respect to the attitudes of people when sharing static and contextual data with other peers. The studies that are most related to our work can be grouped, from a high-level perspective, into two categories: (i) contextual information sharing and privacy [4, 19, 23] and (ii) machine learning for information sharing [1, 8, 9, 13, 17, 18].

Contextual Information Sharing and Privacy
Smith et al. [19] provide an early investigation on technologies that allow people to share their contextual information, such as location, in mobile social networks. In addition to allowing users to manually decide when to share their location with others, the authors implemented a system called Reno that can automate the process based on a set of pre-defined regions. By allowing Reno to automatically send notifications whenever the user entered or exited such regions, the authors show that there is both a value and a cost associated with automatic information disclosure. In particular, they show that static rules for location sharing in pre-defined regions are ineffective in accurately expressing the users’ actual behavior when other contextual elements change, such as the time of the day or the day of the week. By taking into account such limitations in our work, we consider a wide set of contextual features (discussed in the “SPISM Information-Sharing Platform” section) in order to increase the flexibility of the decision-making process.

More recently, Toch et al. [23] study the effect of the type of locations visited by the users on their willingness to share them with others. By considering simple statistical models that take into account factors other than the geographic location, the authors showed that the semantic category of the location being shared (such as a shopping center or a hospital) and the social group of the person asking for the location are significant factors in deciding whether to share the location. These results support earlier efforts [2, 11, 18] in providing a set of contextual features that have a statistically significant impact on the location-sharing behavior of mobile users. We use these results for our application when defining initial universal sharing policies, and will describe them in the “Evaluation” section.

In an attempt to capture the cost of mistakenly revealing a location due to ineffective sharing policies, in addition to sharing preferences, Benisch et al. [4] compare simple access control policies (white lists) to more sophisticated ones (based on time, day and location). They found out that (i) the accuracy of the sharing policies increases with their complexity (or flexibility), and that (ii) the accuracy benefits are the greatest for the highly sensitive information. This suggests that the notion of the cost of mistakenly revealing information to unauthorized parties (in particular contexts) is an important factor in designing and optimizing automated information-sharing mechanisms.

Wiese et al. [25] investigate the effect of physical and perceived social closeness on people’s willingness to share information with others. Among the main results of the study, the authors show that social closeness and the frequency of communication are better predictors of sharing than physical proximity. Moreover, these two factors were also shown to have a capacity to predict sharing better than the social groups of the people asking for the information. Thus, the authors suggest that automatic methods for inferring social closeness could be suited for accurate information-sharing decisions more than physical co-location, in the case automated mechanisms (such as in [10, 14, 20, 22]) are envisaged.

Machine Learning and Information Sharing
Whereas studies on information-sharing attitudes and privacy shed light on the behavior of people and the factors that influence their decisions, they are mostly concerned about understanding the causes and effects of such behavior. Meanwhile, there has been a substantial effort in devising methods that help and nudge the users to make information-sharing decisions, or even make decisions on their behalf. We present some of these methods, including both supervised and unsupervised approaches for decision-making.

In [18], Sadeh et al. compare the accuracy of user-defined sharing policies with an automated mechanism (case-based reasoner) and a machine learning approach (random forests),
sharing decision application as well. Moreover, we allow users to update their Facebook). Active learning is a feature that we exploit in our compared to the ground truth (based on a 45-user study on the effort required by the users and maintains a high accuracy tocases (active learning with uncertainty sampling) reduces classifier is most uncertain about. The authors show that their friends are the most “informative”, i.e., those for which the cohesive groups of users where users belonging to a group have stronger ties to the users outside of the group, shows promising results on a limited set of evaluation samples. This study also shows that the social groups, and especially methods for their automated extraction, are a key factor to sharing private information in social networks. Our work uses both the Facebook social graph and our system’s contacts list to automatically extract social groups or communities and uses them to relieve the user from the burden of manually assigning people to different social groups.

Fang and LeFevre [9] propose a novel approach to the inference and definition of access control policies for personal information on online social networks. They enable the supervised learning mechanism to learn the sharing preferences of a user by asking her a limited number of questions about her sharing behavior with some of her friends; these specific friends are the most “informative”, i.e., those for which the classifier is most uncertain about. The authors show that their approach of iteratively asking questions about the most uncertain case (active learning with uncertainty sampling) reduces the effort required by the users and maintains a high accuracy compared to the ground truth (based on a 45-user study on Facebook). Active learning is a feature that we exploit in our application as well. Moreover, we allow users to update their sharing decision a posteriori, meaning that users are able to change their decision after it has been made; the application then learns from this new decision and takes it into account the next time the same context appears again.

Bigwood et al. [5] evaluate different machine learning algorithms for information sharing in terms of information over-exposure and correct decisions. Although their work is focused exclusively on binary (yes/no) location-sharing, the authors provide a machine-learning-based determination of the most influential features for the sharing decisions; moreover, they take into account cost-sensitive classifiers to reduce over-exposure. We believe this to be a promising direction to explore, and we will evaluate the effects of cost-sensitivity and granularity on the performance of our decision-making framework in the follow-up of this work.

THE SPISM INFORMATION-SHARING PLATFORM
In this section, we describe the functionality, the operating principle, the architecture and the design of the SPISM information-sharing platform.

In order to better understand the following, we need to distinguish between two different kinds of subscribers to SPISM: (i) the requester, who wants to know something about other subscribers by sending information requests, and (ii) the target, who receives requests for information.

The SPISM platform is composed of the SPISM application, that runs on mobile devices (as for now it is implemented only for the Android platform), and the SPISM Information Sharing Directory (ISD), that runs on a dedicated server.

Overview
The SPISM application enables subscribers, who can be users, third-party online services or mobile apps, to request information about other subscribers. The information that can be requested includes contextual data (the geographic location and the wireless identifiers of physically co-located devices) and the time-schedule availability. The geographic location is determined by processing data obtained from the embedded GPS sensor (if available) or by WiFi tri-lateration (which relies on the Google localization service). The list of devices that are physically co-located with the target subscriber is obtained through periodic scans of the Bluetooth and WiFi interfaces. If a MAC address in the vicinity of the target is a known MAC address (there exist an entry associated with a subscriber in the contact list of the target), the name of the contact is displayed. Finally, the schedule availability is obtained from the subscriber’s calendar (accessed through the on-device calendar application). Subscribers can specify a level of detail for the requested information: low, medium or high. The information sent by the target subscriber is provided with a level of detail lower or equal to the requested level. For the location, the coordinates are truncated; for the neighboring devices, the presence (i.e., some devices/no devices), the number, or the identifiers of the devices are provided; for the schedule availability, the availability (i.e., busy/available), the title or the detailed record of the calendar activity is provided. Figure 1 shows the main application windows, where subscribers can log in and register, request the location, the co-located devices and the availability of their contact, as well as enjoy additional features such as visualizing the past activity and their contacts’ list.

System Model
The SPISM platform is composed of the ISD and the subscribers of the service, who can be either users or third-party online services. The roles of the ISD and of the subscribers are as follows:

- ISD: Its main purpose is to allow users to discover the current IP addresses of their contacts when they want to send them information requests. The ISD stores the list of registered SPISM subscribers, their credentials, their contact
lists and the MAC addresses of the Bluetooth interfaces of each user’s mobile devices. The subscribers interact with the ISD in the registration phase (once per user), during the log-in phase (once per application start), when downloading the contacts lists, when periodically reporting their IP and updating their online status, and when sending information requests to one of their contacts.

- **Subscribers**: A subscriber, either an online service or a mobile user, can be a requester (when she sends queries to another subscriber) or a target (when she receives queries from other subscribers). In order to inform the ISD of her online status, each subscriber connected to the ISD sends periodic keep-alive messages. Requesters can see, at any time, the list of online and offline contacts, and they can choose to send queries to the online subscribers in their contacts list, in order to know their location, the devices around them and their availability. The requests that target subscribers receive and process are based on several features of their current physical and social contexts, including their current location, the time of the day and the people that are currently close by.

To enhance the security of the communications, all messages exchanged between the subscribers and the ISD are encrypted with a public-key certificate obtained from a trusted Certification Authority (CA). In order to protect users’ privacy with respect to the ISD, no information requests or replies are tunneled through the ISD. This is a crucial aspect of our platform, as it prevents the service provider from learning about the IP addresses of the subscribers. A shortcoming of this approach is that the requester knows the IP address of the target, and therefore she may be able to infer the target’s coarse-grained location (based on IP-geolocation) and to infer the co-location of multiple targets if they share the same public IP (when connected to an access point using Network Address Translation for example). Conversely, the target may know the IP address of the requester. Note however, that a user can conceal her IP address by making use of proxies or anonymous networks such as Tor.\(^2\)

**Operating Principle**

SPISM works as follows. A user first logs in to the ISD with her username and password. She can subsequently report her online status and obtain the online status (and IP addresses) of her contacts from the ISD. In a typical scenario, the user requests some information from one of her (connected) contacts. To do so, the user first chooses the type of information she wants to request, by selecting the corresponding icon in the main window (See Figure 1), and then she selects the target subscriber from the list of her connected contacts. Finally, the user specifies the level of detail for the requested information and the request is prepared and sent directly to the target subscriber’s device. If the reply is received within a fixed amount of time (typically a few seconds) it is automatically showed to the user, together with the requested information if shared by the targeted requester (See Figure 1); otherwise, the user is redirected to the main window and she will be notified when the reply is received. At the targeted subscriber’s device, the request is processed automatically when it is received: (1) The requested information is stored and (2) the information linked to the request (i.e., the time, the type of information requested and the requester) is combined with various contextual features (periodically collected in the background by SPISM from the various data sources and sensors available on the device) and fed to the information-sharing framework that we describe in detail in the next section. If SPISM can make the decision with enough confidence, based on the target subscriber’s past decisions, the request is processed automatically. Otherwise, the target subscriber is notified and asked to decide; her decision is then stored (note that the target subscriber can postpone her decision). Once a decision is made, it is sent back to the requester together with the requested information if the decision is positive. Before being sent, the requested information is processed to match the level of detail specified by the decision. All the sent and received requests are stored and can be accessed by the user by selecting the corresponding icon in the main window. In particular, the user can audit automatic decisions and correct those she disagrees with (to avoid similar errors in the future).

**Decision Making**

The SPISM information-sharing decision-making core processes each incoming information request. In order to make the decision, several contextual features are taken into account by the target device. Features such as the identity of and the social ties with the requester, the current location and the activity of the target, the people around the target and the time of the day were extensively studied in the past; several independent pieces of work show (with statistical significance) that they are strongly correlated with the information-sharing behavior of mobile users [2, 6, 7, 19, 23].

With these findings, we incorporated 18 such features in the SPISM decision-making core: the list of all the features we included is shown in Table 1. Due to the different natures of

\(^2\)https://www.torproject.org/
In order to better understand how users share information and to evaluate the efficacy of the SPISM framework with respect to sharing decisions, we ran a user study in early 2013. The study consists of an online survey that puts the participants in realistic, personalized and contextual UbiComp sharing scenarios where they are asked to answer a set of questions regarding their willingness to share private information, the confidence in and reason for their decisions.

**STUDY AND DATA COLLECTION**

In order to better understand how users share information and to evaluate the efficacy of the SPISM framework with respect to sharing decisions, we ran a user study in early 2013. The study consists of an online survey that puts the participants in realistic, personalized and contextual UbiComp sharing scenarios where they are asked to answer a set of questions regarding their willingness to share private information, the confidence in and reason for their decisions.

**Participants and Remuneration**

We recruited people directly from four large university campuses (in the US, Canada and Europe), and indirectly via the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform (MTurk). The latter allowed us to draw participants from a pool of non-student population, in order to limit the bias towards academic and student behaviors. To advertise our study, we used dedicated mailing-lists and ran a media campaign through Facebook, LinkedIn, Google+ and official university websites, coordinated by our academic media office. We screened participants according to the following prerequisites: (i) aged between 18 and 80 years, (ii) with an active Facebook account with at least 50 friends and (iii) uses a smartphone. Such criteria were selected so as to sample people that are active in social networks and are aware of the information-sharing possibilities linked to the use of smartphones. Furthermore, we screened the MTurk workers who could access our survey based on their past Human Intelligence Task (HIT) approval rate (>95%) and the number of past approved HITs (>100). This was only a preliminary step for preventing non-serious and inexperienced MTurk workers from accessing our survey.

The survey requires access to private information of the participants (such as names of their friends on Facebook) and it demands a significant amount of time (40 - 60 minutes). To provide incentives for the completion of the survey, we implemented two separate reward schemes: (i) the chance for one participant to win an Apple iPad and (ii) a fixed amount of money (US$4.5/HIT). The first option was proposed to the participants recruited at the universities and through the academic media, whereas the second option was offered to the workers of the Amazon Mechanical Turk. We chose not to offer the second option to the academic participants due to our experience gained from previous on-campus studies: It appeared that the motivation for financial rewards was lower than for the possibility of winning a popular gadget.

**Online Survey**

We structured our survey in five parts: With a total of 94 questions, the first 19 are fixed (the same for each participant) and the last 75 are personalized (based on each participant’s Facebook friends). In the very first part, the participants were required to log in to their Facebook account and grant our application access to their friend list. The survey requires access to private information of the participants (such as names of their friends on Facebook) and it demands a significant amount of time (40 - 60 minutes). To provide incentives for the completion of the survey, we implemented two separate reward schemes: (i) the chance for one participant to win an Apple iPAD and (ii) a fixed amount of money (US$4.5/HIT). The first option was proposed to the participants recruited at the universities and through the academic media, whereas the second option was offered to the workers of the Amazon Mechanical Turk. We chose not to offer the second option to the academic participants due to our experience gained from previous on-campus studies: It appeared that the motivation for financial rewards was lower than for the possibility of winning a popular gadget.

4https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome

5Before beginning the survey, the participants are informed that they would need to reveal the names of their Facebook friends for the purpose of this study. They approve a data retention and processing agreement, informing them that all data collected in our study is used solely for the purpose of our academic research project, and that we will not disclose or use it in any other way than what explicitly mentioned. Once the survey is completed, the name of the Facebook friends are replaced with anonymous identifiers.
In the first 15 questions, the participants were asked about their demographics, technology usage and privacy attitudes, in particular with respect to online social networks.

In the next question (16), the participants were asked to assign some of their friends to social groups, and we presented them with five distinct categories (based on [25]): (1) school colleagues, (2) friends, (3) family members, (4) work colleagues and (5) acquaintances. Each participant could assign one Facebook contact to at most one category. It is possible, however, that one such contact is a member of several categories (a school colleague that she works with currently). In this case, the participants were instructed to assign the contact to the most appropriate category.

In questions 17 through 19, the participants were asked to enter a set of information-sharing rules in free-text. The sharing rules are entered as a set of logical expressions that are based on the following features: (1) the participant’s current location, (2) people nearby, (3) social group of the requester, (4) time of the day and (5) weekday/weekend. They can put conditions on these features (such as =, <, >, ≠, ∈ or categorical values). For example, a location-sharing rule could be defined as:

“I am at a friend’s place AND with acquaintance AND the requester is a work colleague: do not share”

In the last 75 questions, the participants were presented with sharing scenarios and they were asked to decide whether they want to share the specific information in the given context, in particular with respect to online social networks. For example, a location-sharing rule could be defined as:

“I am at a friend’s place AND with acquaintance AND the requester is a work colleague: do not share”

Depending on their answers (“Yes”, “No” and “Uncertain”) to the questions in this part, participants were presented with sub-questions. More specifically, “Yes” and “No” answers were followed by a set of additional questions asking the participants about the confidence in their decisions (i.e., “not so confident”, “confident”, “very confident”) and the features that influenced the most their decision (i.e., “requester”, “day of the week”, “time”, “location” or “neighboring people”). For “Yes” answers, the participants were also asked about the level of detail of the shared information (“low”, “medium” or “high”). Similarly, “Uncertain” answers were followed by sub-questions regarding the reasons for being uncertain, such as a conflict between some features (in this case, the participant can specify the features that motivates her the most to share and to not share, and then specify in free text the reason they conflict) or simply a lack of information (in this case the participant can specify which information would have helped her reach a decision).

In order to detect sloppy answers (e.g., random answers or bots), we included a number of “dummy” questions that require human understanding to be correctly answered [12, 15]. These are questions such as simple computations (e.g., “3 + 4”) or general-knowledge questions (e.g., “How many days are there in one week?”). Based on the answers to these questions and on the survey timing data, we ruled out dishonest participants from the dataset.

**General Statistics and Validation**

A total of 194 participants took part in our survey. 78 (40%) of them did not complete it, leaving 116 (60%) complete questionnaires. Out of these, 56 (48%) came from the university advertisement campaign (UNI) and 60 (52%) were recruited via MTurk. The average age of all the respondents is 27±7 (Murk avg. 31±6, UNI avg. 25±6), and 74% of them are male. 42% of all participants are students, 25% work in the IT industry and 8% in the education sector. It took 44±15 minutes on average to complete the survey (MTurk avg. 42 minutes, UNI avg. 47 minutes). We observed a sharp contrast, with respect to privacy concerns, between the two groups of participants: Most MTurk participants were not, or slightly, concerned about their privacy whereas most UNI participants were concerned about it.

Based on internal survey tests and detailed timing statistics, only the questionnaires that meet the following four validation criteria were retained.

- All answers to the dummy questions are correct;
- At least one different Facebook friend is assigned to each of the 5 social groups;
- The survey completion time is greater than 30 minutes.
- At least three of the following four timing conditions are met: (1) Facebook friends assignment to groups time >5 minutes, (2) location sharing scenarios time >4 minutes, (3) activity sharing scenarios time >4 minutes, (4) nearby people sharing scenarios time >4 minutes.

All participants correctly answered the dummy questions.

**Analysis and Evaluation**

In this section, we present three sets of results. First, using descriptive statistics of the survey questionnaire, we discuss the effect on the sharing decisions of different contextual features, of the requester, of the information type, and the main reasons behind the decisions. Second, we compare the performance of the SPISM automated decision-making process against that of the users’ own policies and an established default policy. Third, we discuss the effects of the increase of user-involvement on the performance of SPISM, by using active learning with different confidence thresholds.

**Survey Statistics**

Based on the survey data, we computed the proportion of “Yes/No/Uncertain” decisions for the different values of each contextual feature we considered, such as the participant’s current location, the social group of the requester, the time
of day, day of week, and the type of information requested. We found that the two that have the largest effect on the decision are the social group of the requester and the type of information that is being requested.

Regarding the type of information being asked, Figure 2a shows that users disclose their location in 64% of the cases (the sum of the “yes (low)”, “yes (medium)” and “yes (high)” bars, aggregated over the 70 participants and for all the 25 location-sharing questions – out of the 75 questions – that is a total of 1,750 answers), and only 8% of the time at a coarse granularity (“Yes (low)”). The information about activity and people nearby is disclosed 50% of the time. People tend to be slightly more willing to share their location than to share other information7: Location, contrary to the activity and the co-presence of other people, is widely shared information in most mobile social networks. In addition, this was confirmed by self-reported privacy concerns about information sharing on OSNs (not shown in the paper).

Figure 2b shows the percentage of disclosure of information based on the social ties with the requester. We can see that, in accordance with previous UbiComp studies, there are substantial differences7 between the close ties (“family” and “friend”) and the more distant ones (“acquaintances” and “colleagues”). For instance, the close ties are granted access to any type of information (70%-80%) more than twice the times compared to the more distant ones (30%). Moreover, the level of detail of the shared information is much higher for the close ties (up to 45% of “yes (high)”) compared to the distant ones (down to 8%). In fact, the proportion of “Yes (low)” and “Yes (medium)” does not vary significantly. Hence, the results indicate that users tend to exhibit a more tailored sharing behavior depending on the type of information, the social ties and closeness with the requester [25]. As illustrated in Figure 2c, the time at which the request is sent does not substantially influence the decision: users are slightly less willing to share in the evening but exhibit the same behavior in the morning as in the afternoon7. Our findings are aligned with those obtained in [5], where the time of day and the location do not appear to be influential factors when sharing personal information such as location, as opposed to the type of social ties with the requester.

We also looked at the reasons for (not) disclosing information and at the users’ confidence in their decisions. First we observe that the social ties with the requester is by far the most frequent reason for sharing (or not) information (45%-67%), followed by the type of information (15%-28%) and the current location (11%-21%). Second, we see again that the higher the level of detail (Figure 3), the more important the social ties with the requester (on average). Unsurprisingly, the confidence that the participants have in their decision (Figure 4) is lower for the intermediate level of detail: It can be observed that the proportion of “Very confident” is significantly lower for “low” and “medium” levels of detail than for “No” and “Yes (high)”. In addition, the proportion of “Not so confident” is more than doubled for the most borderline decision, i.e., “Yes (low)”. This could be explained by the fact that users try to minimize the risk by limiting the level of detail when their confidence is low.

**STATIC POLICIES**

We compared the performance of our SPISM decision framework with two other policy-based approaches. For the following comparisons, we used 10-fold cross validation and a logistic regression binary classifier. In order to be consistent with the policy-based approaches, we only compare the

---

7With statistical significance, based on global and pair-wise $\chi^2$ homogeneity tests with $p < 0.01$. 
Do not share any information when you are around people who are not your family members or friends, except when you are at an event.

1. Do not share any information while sleeping (12 AM - 6 AM) or eating (12 PM - 1 PM).

2. Do not share any information when you are around people that are not your family members or friends, except when you are at an event.

The second policy-based approach is derived from the individual policies that each participant specified in free text in the survey. We selected a random sample of 19 participants and we manually transposed their free-text policies to a format suitable to be evaluated against their own decisions. The participants specified between 1 and 15 policies (avg. 6.9).

For the individual policies, we also observed the correctness of the decisions as a function of the number of policies, and found that a small number of policies (1-5) achieved up to 41% of correct decisions, followed by a slightly better performance for the number of policies between 6 and 9 (up to 45%), and then a much worse performance (up to 28% of correct decisions) for the highest number of policies (10 - 15). This suggests that there is an advantage in having a moderate number of sharing policies (up to 9) but not higher; With a larger number of policies, the risk of having overlapping but contradicting policies is higher, which could result in a worse overall performance.

MACHINE LEARNING

In order to assess the potential of (semi-)automatic information-sharing decision making, which constitutes the core of SPISM, we evaluate the performance of a logistic classifier in predicting the users’ sharing decisions. To do so, we use the survey data comprised of 75 scenarios for each of the 70 participants: Each scenario corresponds to a feature vector and the decision made by the participant constitutes the ground truth. We considered only the “Yes” and “No” decisions. We evaluate the performance of the classifier in terms of the proportion of correct predictions (i.e., that match the user’s decision), the proportion of cases where the information is incorrectly shared (whereas the user would have not shared it), thus compromising the user's privacy, and the proportion of cases where the information is incorrectly not shared (whereas the user would have shared it), thus reducing the utility of the system.

Firstly, we consider the case where the users first manually make \( n \) decisions to train the classifier, and then the classifier makes the remaining decisions automatically. For several values of \( n \), and for each participant, we compute the average proportions of correct and incorrect decisions following a 20-fold cross-validation approach. For each value of \( n \), we obtain one data point (i.e., a proportion of “correct”, “share less”, and “share more” decisions) for each user and each fold, that is 1,400 data points. We represent the results across the different users and folds by showing the median, the first and third quartiles, and the 5 and 95-percentiles, as depicted in Figure 6a. It can be observed that the median proportion of correct decisions increases from 60% and reaches 70% for a training set of only 30% of the data, which correspond to \( \sim 25 \) scenarios. The proportion of correct decisions then quickly stabilizes around 74% after approximately 40 decisions (i.e.,
and the relevant percentiles. The result are depicted in Fig-
the different bins. Within each bin, we compute the median
decisions. Note that the number of data points varies across
represented in the figure) based on the proportion of manual
decisions, it provides a higher proportion of cor-
rect decisions). The proportion of manual decisions remains
lower than 50% which shows that the classifier can make the
correct decisions). The proportion of manual decisions remains
consistent higher than 96%. The proportion of incorrect de-
cisions is evenly distributed between sharing and not sharing
the information yet slightly biased towards incorrectly shar-
ing the information. Should a user favor her privacy over the
utility of the system, she could assign a higher error-penalty
this type of errors in order to make decisions in a conserva-
tive way. Without penalties and active learning, over-sharing
happens in 10-20% of the cases, in line with the results re-
ported in [5] and obtained with different classifiers. Note that
the size of the training set (represented on the
x-axis) represents the burden of the user as she has to manually make the
corresponding decisions.

Secondly, we consider the case of active learning in which
the user is asked to manually make the decision when the
confidence of the classifier is low. The classifier outputs a
distribution over the possible decisions; we define the con-
fidence as the normalized entropy of this distribution. The
classifier is first initialized with 10% of the data. For each
user, we run the active learning-based classifier for several
values of the confidence threshold (under which the user is
asked to make the decision). Each experiment gives one data
point comprised of (1) the proportion of decisions (includ-
ing the first 10%) the user has to manually make and (2) the
proportions of correct and incorrect decisions (among the
decisions that are made automatically). In order to represent
the data in a form that is comparable to that of Figure 6a,
we group the data points in bins of size 5% (on the x-axis as
represented in the figure) based on the proportion of manual
decisions. Note that the number of data points varies across
the different bins. Within each bin, we compute the median
and the relevant percentiles. The result are depicted in Fig-
ure 6b. It can be observed that active learning outperforms
training-only learning in most cases (i.e., for a given number
of manual decisions, it provides a higher proportion of cor-
correct decisions). The proportion of manual decisions remains
lower than 50% which shows that the classifier can make the
decision with very high-confidence for at least half of the sce-
narios. For some users, the proportion of manual decisions
remains low (∼20%), regardless of the confidence thresh-
old, and the proportion of correct decisions is high (∼80%).
This corresponds to the users whose decisions are highly pre-
dictable. With active learning, we observe a significantly im-
proved performance in terms of over-sharing compared to the
absence of active learning. We posit that, coupled with cost-
sensitive classifiers, active learning can be used to improve
the correctness of the sharing decisions while maintaining a
significantly lower over-sharing rate.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Mobile social networks allow users to share an increasing
number of contextual information, such as their location,
their activity and their co-presence with others. To simplify
the sharing process and improve usability, the research com-
unity has been studying sharing preferences and develop-
ing applications that, based on several contextual features,
can automate to some extent the sharing process. Machine-
learning approaches have been developed and evaluated for
specific instances of information (mostly location) or for on-
line social network (without the notion of context).

In this paper, we present and evaluate a novel privacy-
 preserving information-sharing system (SPISM) that decides
in a (semi-)automated fashion whether or not to share differ-
ent types of contextual information and to what level of detail.
Using a personalized online user-study involving 70 partici-
pants, we show that SPISM significantly outperforms both
individual and general user-defined sharing policies, achieving
up to 90% of correct sharing decisions, with only a limited
cost for the user in terms of initial setup thanks to active
learning. We also show that the system has a slight bias
towards incorrectly sharing the information, which could be
mitigated by introducing a penalty for those kind of errors.
Furthermore, our results provide significant insight into two
other crucial aspects of UbiComp studies: The reasons be-
hind a sharing decisions and the participants’ confidence in
them. We show that the type of the requested information,
in addition to the social ties of the requester, is an influential
feature in the decision process.
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